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NLG Holds Candlelight Vigil for Civil Rights 
Volume 29, No. 6 STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK AT BUFFALO SCHOOL OF LAW OctoQer 26, 1988 
Kenyatta·, Civil Rights Activist, Joins UB Law Faculty 
UB Law is honored to have and Administrative Consultant manded that white churches prehension of White America Philadelphia Representative 
Prof. Muhammed Isaiah to the Pan African Skills Project pay $500 million in reparations as I learned paradoxically to be­ Robert N.C. Nix. The results: an 
Kenyatta on its faculty. Mr. (U.S.A., Tanzania, Ghana) and to blacks. Nobody agreed, but lieve in Black-and-White sol­ executive order against dis­
Kenyatta brings to the law served as a permanent repre­ the campaign raised important idarity even while being con­ crimination in the military by 
school and the Buffalo commu­ sentative to the NGO Section issues about the obligations of firmed in a deep hatred for the President Kennedy, Bufkin's 
nity his experience as a civil (Non-Governmental Organiza­ white society to repair the dam­ White American social disor­ transfer to Puerto Rico and 
rights activist in Philadelphia. tions) of the United Nations. In age done to blacks. der." Kenyatta's early "honorable" 
by Daniel lbarrondo Cruz 
Editor-in-Chief 
addition, he served as a guest 
observer to the Organization of 
African Unity's Heads of State 
Born Donald brooks Jackson 
on March 3, 1944 in the west 
end ghetto of Chester - which 
He was ordained an assistant 
pastor at his uncle's storefront 
North Philly church, Solid Rock 
discharge. 
Commenting on his law 
school experience at Har•1ard, 
Although new to the law 
school and Buffalo, his name is 
a familiar one to Philadel­
phians. Mr. Kenyatta ran for 
mayor against Frank Rizzo, was 
active in civil rights and black 
nationalist issues around 
Philadelphia for more than a 
decade. He has had his life 
threatened when he attacked 
drug dealers in Phi lly's black 
ghetto. 
Prof. Kenyatta is currently 
teaching "Race, Racism and the 
Law." A few weeks ago, he 
spoke at the National Lawyer's 
Guild candlelight vigil protest­
ing the Supreme Court's hear­
ing of Runyon. 
A 1984 graduate of Harvard 
Law School, Mr. Kenyatta ob­
tained his Bachelor of Arts from 
Williams College. He has taught 
courses in political science, 
humanities, theology and 
urban studies at his Alma 
Mater, Williams College, Haver­
ford College, College of Woos­
ter and Temple University. 
An avid writer, Mr. Kenyatta 
has published works in theol­
ogy, political science and law. 
He also enjoys writing poetry 
and fiction . 
In recognition of his devoted 
affirmation of Africanity, Mr. 
Conference in Addis Ababa, 
Ethiopia. 
Although his academic 
career and educational pursuits 
were not clear of the numerous 
pitfalls and struggles that 
plague minority students, Mr. 
Kenyatta managed and was 
awarded a fellowship by the 
Harvard Divinity School Merrill 
Fellow and a Harvard Fellow in 
Public Interest Law. 
While in Philadelphia, he 
worked with the local chapter 
of civil rights leader James 
Foreman's Black Economic De­
velopment Conference (BEDC), 
and was named its executive di­
he describes as "a Jim Crow 
town," he changed his name in 
1968 "as an affirmation of Afri­
canity." Muhammed is for 
Elijah Muhammed (founder of 
the Black Muslims), Isaiah for 
his favorite biblical prophet and 
Kenyatta for Jomo Kenyatta, 
the Kenyan independence 
leader. 
Converted at age 7 in what 
he describes as a "backwoods 
religious revival" outside Lyn­
chburg, Virginia, Donald 
"heard the call" when he was 
12. He was licensed to preach 
two years later. 
"The school system was to­
tally segregated until the tenth 
grade," Kenyatta recalls. Blacks 
were expected to finish high 
school and go to the mills. But 
before his senior year his family 
moved to North Philadelphia, 
where he attended Thomas A. 
Edison High School. He recalls 
some white teachers who 
"treated black students like in­
trusions from another world" 
and a few, especially Jewish 
teachers, "who affirmed and 
identified with the new Negro 
freedom struggle." That experi­
ence, Kenyatta writes in the 
spring issue of Dicta, the Har­
vard Law School student 
Baptist Church, and went off to Mr. Kenyatta states that "the 
traditionally black Lincoln Uni­ law school sells two lies. The 
versity at the age of 16. There first lie is that students are 
was no money for a second being invited to a stimulating 
year at Lincoln, so he joined the experience. The student who 
Air Force and took his new­ takes a standard course is ex­
found political actIvIsm to posed to intellectual pap. The 
Strategic Air Command (SAC) second lie is that students are 
base in Oklahoma. being prepared for noble social 
First he tried to organize ends." Ninety percent of the 
other bJack motor-pool drivers school's graduates go to work 
into refusing to deliver Air at corporate law firms, says 
Force pilots to their planes for Kenyatta, where they are "fast­
an alert involving Cuba. Th~n. track flunkies for the corpora­
when he and another 17-year­ tion. I've never seen so many 
old, Archie Bufkin, decided to people being prepared to make 
desegregate a whites-only res­ so much money who are so re­
taurant in town, they spent the sentful of the institution." 
night in jail and were The numerous students in his 
threatened with court-martial. class clearly demonstrates the 
His parents contacted the need and interest for a course 
NAACP chapter in Chester, trig­ on racism and the law, as well 
gering an investigation into dis­ as a professor with Mr. Ken­
crimination in t_he SAC by yatta 's qualifications. 
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Kenyatta was Vice-Chairperson rector. In this capacity, he de- magazine, "shaped my com-
by Bruce Brown 
The U.S. Supreme Court's 
surprise decision to reconsider 
the 1976 landmark civil rights 
decision in Runyon v. Mccrary 
prompted the National Lawyers 
Guild to hold a candlelight vigil 
in front of the Federal Office 
Building on Tuesday, October 
11. About fifty law students and 
local attorneys braved the un­
usually cold weather to get out 
the message that people will 
not stand idly by while there is 
a danger that hard fought rights 
may be eroded by the "Re­
hnquist Court." 
The case that is worrying the 
NLG, Patterson v. McLean Cre­
dit Union, began with the layoff 
of a black clerk at a credit union 
in North Carolina. Her suit, 
which alleged racial discrimina­
tion and harassment, has now 
exploded into a review of the 
Supreme Court decision consi­
dered a cornerstone of our civil 
rights protection. 
In Runyon the Supreme C~urt 
held that the Civil Rights act of 
1866 was violated when a pri­
vate school refused to admit a 
black child on the basis of race. 
The court found that the act 
applied to the making and en-
'NLG 
forcing of purely private con­
tracts and that it was illegal for 
the school to use race as a basis 
for refusing to contract with the 
parents of the child. 
Since that decision the sta­
tute has been used to remedy 
more than a hundred cases of 
privale racial and ethnic dis­
crimination including enabling 
Vietnamese fishermen off the 
coast of Texas to sue the Ku 
Klux Klan for intimidating them 
in their fishing business, to pre­
vent a private cemetary from re­
fusing to sell gravesites to the 
family of a black Vietnam war 
veteran, and to pursue anti­
Semitic vandals charged with 
the desecration of synagogue. 
Should Runyon be overruled 
the vigil's participants fear this 
remedy will no longer exist and 
that a strong message will be 
sent out that the court is no 
longer as willing to protect the 
rights of minorities against pri­
vate discrimination or racial 
violence. 
This fall marks the beginning 
of the first full term of the U.S. 
Supreme court since the ap­
pointment of Justice Anthony 
Kennedy, and there is a feeling 
that the court's balance may 
have tipped solidly in favor of 
the conservatives. The concern 
here is that the voluntary re­
view of Runyon signals a 
change in direction that Lisa 
Morowitz, one of the vigil's or­
ganizers, called the "first step 
in a long road to end the civil 
rights gains we've made in the 
past two decades." 
This term the Justices will be 
deciding a group of cases sure 
to be of interest to American on 
both the left and right sides of 
the political spectrum. They in­
clude cases on drug testing, af­
firmative action, capital punish­
ment of minors, and possibly 
abortion. 
Whether or not the leaders of 
the "Reagan revolution" can 
muster the five votes they need 
for the court to transform their 
agenda into precendent is yet 
to be determined. What is cer­
tain, however, is that this is the 
year in which the "Rehnquist 
Court" will come into it full 
bloom. Professor Muhammed 
Kenyatta expressed his fear on 
Tuesday by saying that, "no 
matter who wins the election 
we fac!,l a Supreme Court who 
do not take seriously human 
equality." 
The protest, which was timed 
to fall on the night before the 
court was scheduled to hear ar­
guments in the case, was part 
of a nation wide action by the 
Guild to alert people to what 
they feel is "a major first at­
tempt for a conservative and 
right-wing agenda to sanction 
the existence of a racially di­
vided and polarized country." 
This case has attracted an un-
usual amount of attention. 
Amicus curiae briefs have been 
filed in support of maintaining 
Runyon on behalf of 67 sena­
tors, 119 congressmen, 47 state 
attorney generals, and more 
than 100 major civil rights, 
church and labor organizations. 
A~~i~(1,,-. 
standard of bar review publications. Presenting Marino Simply stated, Marino Comprehen­Compretiensive. sive is unequalled by any other 
Your palms sweat. course or combination of courses. 
Suddenly, your mouth becomes a Presenting Marino
mirror of the Sahara Desert. Compretiensive,Your eyes feel like overactive ping 
pong balls, as you glance furtively New Jersey. 
around the room. Like its N.Y counterpart, Marino 
Welcome to the bar exam. Comprehensive NJ. is unequalled 
by any other course or combinationMarino 
of courses. Its components include Comprehensive: 
our NJ. BARPASS REVIEW (a full­All You Need To Know. service bar course complete withAll You Need, To Pass. MBE and essay practice seminars), 
Marino Comprehensive New MARINO PLUS ( the latest evolution 
York & Marino Comprehensive New of our highly respected NewJersey 
Jersey are the first and only com­ Essay Writing Workshop), and 
pletely self-contained bar review Marino's unique MBE · 
programs, covering all aspects of 
preparation for the N.Y & NJ. exams. These courses were cre­
ated to satisfy the very different requirements of each state's 
test. And both are taught according to The Marino Method: Joe 
Marino's highly successful, interactive approach to prob-
r• lem solving. This includes personal 
I I/JIIJJ.---tlli,.,,, attention to each student, 
...~ ~ ._, everystepoftheway. 
~ "' I pi::.r;:::~!:r!:~
J New York. 
This 4-component pro­
gram consists of our N.Y. 
BARPASS REVIEW ( a full-service 
bar course complete with MBE and 
essay practice seminars), MARINO PLUS ( the latest 
generation of our highly acclaimed Substantive 
Writing & Analysis Course), MARINO CPLR 
WORKSHOP, and MARINO MBE CLINICS. You'll 
receive over 170 class hours, including over 40 
substantive lectures. You'll be taken through 75 
essays ( 17 of which are graded) complete with 
model answers, 1,000 N.Y and MBE hypo-
theticals, 2,000 independent MBE practice #~~---::z~-­
questions, practice exams and more: And 
the entire program is backed up by Marino 
books, which are rapidly becoming the gold 
CLINIC. Over 110 -. _ ~ 
hours of class time is supported by ~· A' , 
28 lectures(covering all subjects ~~ 
found on the NJ. exam), plus 12 ~~ 
essays which are carefully 
graded by Joe Marino and staff. . -
Additionally, hundreds of _ 
lecture hypotheticals will 
be presented, along with 
2,000 MBE practice ques­
tions and a practice exam. 
And the entire program 
is backed up by Marino 
books, which are rapidly becom­
ing the gold standard of bar review 
publications. 
Marino Comprehensive 
One Course, One Price. 
With Marino Comprehensive you'll pay one fee 
and that's all. There are no add-ons, no ancillary or 
material costs, no other courses to take or pay­
ments to make. Just the most thorough 
and thoroughly successful bar exam 
preparation you can get, anywhere. 
Marino Bar Review, Inc. 115 E. 19th 
St., N.Y., N.Y. 10003 212-420-9800 
201-623-2327. 
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Battered Women Lecture Kicks Off AWLS Lunch Series 
by Lenny 8. Cooper people say that "It couldn't hap­
pen to me. I wouldn't let it hap­The Women Law Students 
pen." People use such rationali­Association (WLSA) started its 
zations as "It can't be that bad,
"Brown Bag Lunch" series last 
because if it was, they wouldn'tTuesday with a lecture by Dr. 
put up with it." Charles Ewing on the topic 
"Legal Victimization of Battered But there are strong psycho­
Women." Dr. Ewing is a noted logical, environmental and 
clinical psychologist who has legal factors which contribute 
testified in numerous criminal to this problem. 
cases as an expert witness on On a psychological level, 
legal and psychological issues; there are three stages in a cycle 
he also teaches first year crim­ of violence. First, there is a ten­
inal law here at UB. Ewing, a sion building stage where there 
popular lecturer known for his is psychological and minor 
easygoing classroom de­ physical abuse. This leads to an 
meanor, took on a more explosive violent incident. The 
somber attitude in describing final stage is one of remorse 
this serious social problem. and contrition where the bat­
These sentiments were echoed terer convinces the woman that 
by a crowded room of con­ he is ·sorry and that things will 
cerned people who participated get better. The woman has a 
in the discussion. reason to stay in the relation­
A woman is battered in the ship and the cycle continues. 
United States every 18 seconds. This psychological trap is 
It is the number one cause of strengthened by a phenome­
injury to women in the US. non called "learned helpless­
"It's not something that we ness." Women who are sub­
can no longer pretend doesn't jected to random and repeated 
exist. It does exist and it exists brutalization come to feel that 
in massive proportions." they are powerless to change 
Ewing described this prob­ their environment. Psychologi­
lem as one which cuts across all cal depression reinforces this 
strata of our society with the perception as they are im­
same result: denial. This prob­ mobilized. 
lem is so bad that people are Environmental factors help to 
forced to resort to psychologi­ keep women in this violent 
cal defense mechanisms to cycle. Battered women in 
cope with it. The most common America who do not have suffi­
of these mechanisms is that of cient economic resources have 
blaming the victim. To protect no place to go. Institutions such 
their "myth of invulnerability" as Buffalo's "Haven House" 
Students Apply Skills 
In Campus Courtroom 
by John McGuire 
Besides taking care of discip­ from the undergraduate schools 
linary problems in the Univer­ and Millard Fillmore College, 
sity community, the Student . the college for evening stu­
Wide Judiciary Program gives dents. 
law students a foreshadowing Instead, the prosecutor and 
of courtroom battle. the defendant's lawyer usually 
The program prefers second­ plea-bargain, then go to the 
year law students, according to judge's approval, according to 
Jeannette Lewis, coordinator of Krieger, who noted that out of 
the judiciary program, since 112 cases prosecuted this year, 
such students have taken a Civil most were settled before the 
Procedure course and are not trial started. 
yet involved in the search for a If the case does go to trial, a 
job after graduatio·n. panel of three judges sits, hears 
According to Debra Krieger, testimony and cross-examina­
director of the Student Pro­ tion, and then decides if the de­
secutors' Program, the pro­ fendant is guilty, and, if so, 
provide little refuge against the is that laws are not enforced. port to this problem. 
sheer numbers of battered What would be considered an "If a woman has nowhere to 
women: 1100 shelters for the assault under normal cir­ go in this society to escape from 
six million battered women in cumstances is only a domestic a man who's beating her, then 
the US. squabble when a husband hits it's not a society that I want to 
When women turn to friends a wife . live in ." 
and family for support they re­ "If we don't take it seriously, Battered women have no 
ceive uninformed advice to "go if we don't treat the beating of constituency." 
back and work it out." They are women as a crime then why "People close their eyes, 
told "it can't be that bad." But would anyone feel any com- ears, and hearts. They don't 
it is. want to know about it." 
"My message to battered "Most of them are suffering 
women is simple: GET OUT. in silence and will never be 
Things do not change. Batterers identified. The only people who 
do not stop. I've never seen any can help them are people who 
evidence that you can turn a are aware of their plight. We 
batterer around. But people have some clout. When you be­
don't realize this." come a lawyer you will have 
even more clout. Use that cloutWomen who turn to legal av­
to get some help for battered enues do not find much help. 
women . Domestic violence is
"The police basically have 
not going to go away if we ig­done nothing. They get there 
nore it."and under the best cir­
The Brown Bag Lunch seriescumstances they may try to 
will continue to present lecturesquiet the situation and leave." 
on women-related legal topicsThe lack of police attention to 
on a biweekly basis throughoutthis problem is rooted in a myth punction about doing it? The 
the semester. The lectures are
started twenty years ago by fact is that there are many men generally held on Wednesdayspsychologist Morton Bard. out there who see it as their God 
at 2 :00 in the Fourth floorBard claimed that domestic vio­ given right as men to beat on 
lounge of O'Brian hall . lence results in more police women." 
fatalities than any other activity. People's attitudes must be 
There is no factual basis to this changed. 
claim but police believe it. "The problem goes a lot 
· But even when closer atten­ deeper than the legal system. 
tion is given to the problem, The legal system reflects soci­
there is no help for the battered ety at all levels." 
woman. Ewing compared this to the 
"It's not even considered a civil rights problem. 
crime in many jurisdictions to "We had to change behavior 
batter your wife. It's a domestic because we couldn't tolerate it. 
problem. It's a family problem. I think what we've seen is a 
But as long as police, pro­ change in people's attitudes re­
secutors and judges see it as a sulting from a change in their 
family problem for family court, behavior. I think we can do the 
then of course it's not going to same thing in terms of 
be taken seriously." Score two points and help keepwomen's issues." 
O'Brian Hall Clean! Pitch your emptyThe consequence of this pre­ The government must be 
cans in CAN* CAN.
valent view on battered women willing to give economic sup- (A Public Service Announcemenr by The Opinion} 
MARINO COMPREHENSIVE 
NEW YORK 
PRICE COMPARISON 
Marino Comprehensive:
One Course, One Price 
With Marino Comprehensive you'll pay one fee and that's all. 
There are no add-ons, no ancillary or material costs, no other 
courses to take or payments to make -- just the most thorough 
and thoroughly successful bar exam preparation you can get, 
anywhere. 
gram follows the same process 
that the regular court system 
does. 
The complaints - usually in­
volving such allegations as 
property damage or student as­
sault - come di•rectly from 
either the University's Housing 
or Public Safety offices, Krieger 
said, adding that academic of­
fenses - such as cheating -
are handled by different Univer­
sity panels. 
"It's our job to investigate 
what happened and whether 
the charges are appropriate," 
she said. 
On the other side is the Stu­
dent Defenders' Office, also 
staffed by law students. Ac­
cording to Paul Weiss, co-direc­
tor of the program, some of the 
cases that his office takes come 
directly from the City of Buffalo. 
"Those cases are penal viola­
tions which come from the 
town or county courts," Weiss 
said. He added that students 
may choose to allow such cases 
to be tried in the non-University 
courts, but student defenders 
do not represent thern in such 
forums. 
Most of the cases handled, 
however, do not go to the 
twelve justices, who are picked 
what punishments should be 
meted out, according to Weiss. 
"The court is both trier-in-fact 
and the sentencer, should they 
find the student guilty," he 
added. 
Sanctions levied against 
guilty students range from 
warnings to suspensions, 
Weiss said. 
The prosecutors' office not 
only seeks such sanctions 
against students the courts find 
guilty, but also tries to get the 
students to undertake - if pos­
sible - some form of restitu­
tion, according to Krieger. 
"If someone breaks a win­
dow, we make him pay for the 
cost of replacing it," she said. 
Another form of restitution 
that the prosecutors' office 
would like to see is the institu­
tion of a community services 
program, Krieger added. 
She said that the programs 
would like to see more students 
get involved. 
" It's a great experience be­
cause people in the programs 
work on a case from start to 
finish," Krieger added. 
An orientation program for 
those interested will be sched­
uled on Wednesday, Oct. 19. 
MARINO BAR/BRI PIEPER 
Complete 
Program Yes - $1075. No No 
Bar Course NY BarPass Review 
Included 
Yes 
$1050. 
Yes 
$995. 
Specialized 
Essay Writing 
Course 
Marino Plus 
Included 
Extra charge 
$225 .00 
Not offered. Average 
outside vendor 
cost: $300. 
Specialized 
MBE Clinics 
Marino MBE 
Included 
Extra charge 
$125 .00 
Not offered. Averai;e 
outside vendor 
cosl: $1:.!5. 
~ecialized 
.Y. Practice 
Course 
Marino CPLR 
Workshop 
Included 
Not offered. 
Average outside 
vendor cost: $75 . 
Yes 
Full Refund 
Policy 
Yes No Yes 
TOTAL~Cost of $1075.00 $1475.00 Sl420.00Complete ackage) 
Discount 
-
225.00 
-
150.00 - 125.00 
Discount Price $ 850.00 $1325.00 $1295.00 
until until until 
Nov . 30 Nov . 30 Nov. I 
Note: For the purpose or. price comparison, Marino Comprt?hensive, a program more complete than 
13AR/BRI or Pieper, has added to Lhe base price of each of the latter the extra costs a student would 
necessarily incur in order to cover every aspect of bar preparation conLained in Manno Comprehensive. 
For the summer 1988 bar exam cyde 70% of all non-Mar1110 Comprehensive students found 1t necessa1·y w 
supplement their bar course with tht?se extra courses. 
115 East 19th Street, New York, N.Y. 10003 / 212-·120-9800 / 1-800-J-MARINO 
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SBA Criticized for Total Ineffectiveness 
by Maurice Recchin 
Several weeks have now 
passed since the SBA elections. 
What's happening with the 
SBA? Just like politicians in the 
real world, our proto-politician 
classmates disappear after 
election time, content it seems 
to have one more item for their 
resumes and to gain the perks 
of political office (do they in­
clude faculty/staff parking stick­
ers?), instead of acting as lead­
ers on the issues they ran on. 
So in order perhaps to spur 
someone in the SBA to some 
kind of action, here are some 
things I would like to see ad­
dressed: 
Parking 
First and foremost, the out­
rageous parking situation must 
be addressed. What are you 
people doing about it? At the 
so you should write the petition 
and make copies of it. 
Second, begin a letter writing 
campaign involving all of us in 
the law school. We should write 
to both Sample and the Albany 
bureaucracy. We shoµld also 
send letter to alumni asking for 
their help in lobbying for this 
situation on our behalf. If the 
Albany bureaucrats and Sam­
ple start getting letters from all 
of us, from our parents and 
from other allies, and from UB 
law alumni, maybe he'll start 
getting the message that we're 
more than a little upset about 
the way our interests have been 
ignored. You should compile an 
alumni list, draft a letter exp­
laining the situation to them, 
and in closing ask them to help 
us out by writing and writing 
(also phoning) both the Albany 
bureaucrats and Sample's of­
irig campus wide protests. As 
leaders, it's your job to start this 
"networking" process. These 
protests can take a variety of 
forms but must involve large 
numbers of people in the stu­
dent body. 
They can range from a cam­
pus-wide petition campaign, to 
parking lot protests involving 
multiple hundreds of students 
blocking the lots with their 
massed bodies, at which the 
local TV people should be 
called, to sit-ins at Sample's of­
fice. 
The more students we in­
volve, the more we can employ 
these tactics. Of course, all 
these things must be nonvio­
lent. You should begin now to 
form this coalition: contact the 
representatives of the Medical 
and Dental school student gov­
ernments, the Business school 
groups, the undergraduate SA, 
and the GSA. You are student 
politicians at a giant university : 
get moving and do some lobby­
ing. 
Student Lounge 
What's happening with the 
student lounge? The proposal 
outlined in last year's SBA draft 
of law school problems seems 
good, at least better than what 
we've got. Either come up with 
a better plan or start working 
on that one now. We need more 
and better lounge space. 
Wasted Paper in the Mailroom 
I don't know if this bothers 
anyone else, but it bothers me. 
I'm ashamed every time I put 
the paper from my box into a 
wastebasket. We should have a 
recycling bin in the mailroom. 
We should also recycle all the 
paper that is recyclable from 
the law school at large. The 
paper from the library and from 
all the various offices and the 
copy rooms should be put into 
the recycling bins. There's a 
man named Walter Simpson 
who is working to get UB to re­
cycle its paper campus wide. He 
works in the building engineer­
ing department at 120 Beane 
Center, his number if 636-3636. 
Call him; he'll be happy to get 
some recycling bings installed 
here. 
Display of Law Periodicals 
- I haven't yet visited other law 
schools but I can imagine that 
most other law schools that 
wish to be called good have a 
periodical area which allows 
browsing access to all the cur­
rent periodicals much like the 
access we have to the periodi­
cal area of Lockwood. It's im­
portant to be able to browse 
through current titles. 
very minimum you should do fice . Beyond petitioning and let­
two things: First, draft a petition ter writing, I believe it's your re­
expressing our concern with sponsibility to begin making 
the situation . Begin tabling with contacts with other campus 
the petition outside the law li­ government groups so that we 
brary. I'll be happy to put some can build a large student coali­
time in at the table. But you tion on this fragmented campus 
people wanted to be on the SBA with the ultimate goal of initiat-
SBA Announcements 
All student organizations should get on the SBA agenda for 
the Fall 1988 By-Law 13 compliance. Each organizatiQn failing 
to comply will have funds withheld. 
All student organizations should submit a "Calendar of Fall 
Events" to Ivan Khoury. By-Law 13 is going to be amended 
for Spring 1989 to require a "Calendar of Events " in order to 
receive funding for Spring 1989. Until then, it is a STRONG 
recommendation that groups prepare o:ie for the Fall. Quality, 
Quantity, and Notice about events are some of the factors 
considered in the Spring Budget process. 
There are still some Committees which have not been com­
pletely filled . All interested persons should see Kimi (office 
hours 1-3 Wednesdays and by appointment) . Since the formal 
interviews have already been held, all appointments will be 
done on an ad hoc basis, subject to ratification by the full SBA 
Board of Directors. 
International Law Conference 
The Internationalization of Private Practice and Legal Education 
Saturday, October 29, 1988 
Sponsored by: Faculty of Law and Jurisprudence, State University of New York at Buffalo, New York State Bar Association International Law 
and Practice Section, International Law Society (SUNYAB) in cooperation with BarBri, William S. Hein & Co., Inc., and Council on International 
Studies & Programs (SUNYAB) 
PROGRAM I 
DISCOVERING CAREER PATHS IN INTERNATIONAL LAW 
International Taxation • International Corporate Transactions • Intellectual Property Protection 
Corporate Counsel • U.S. Customs and Immigration • International Trade and Antitrust • Foreign Investment in the U.S. 
International Banking, Finance and Securities • Public International Law • Practicing Abroad 
PROGRAM II 
EXPLORING THE NEED FOR ACADEMIC PROGRAMS IN INTERNATIONAL LAW 
PROGRAM Ill 
SELECTED ISSUES IN INTERNATIONAL TRADE FOR THE GENERAL PRACTITIONER 
Selection of Foreign Counsel and Other Special Concerns Associated with Doing Business Abroad 
Import/Export Control Laws • Enforcement of International Obligations • Distribution Agreements 
Tax Considerations • Techniques for Financing Foreign Transactions 
Registration Fee: U.B. Students- 5.00 ($15.00 with luncheon and reception). 
TO REGISTER FOR THE CONFERENCE, PLEASE CALL 636-2781 or 636-2549. 
Public Service Announcement by The Opinion 
Without Pieper, You Could 
Get Eaten Alive.... 
It's a jungle out there. You need A Bar Review Course you can depend on to carry 
you through even the toughest situations, a course that knows it's business. That's 
what you'll get at THE PIEPER BAR REVIEW. It provides a complete lecture 
series, essay writing, multistate practice exams, books· and a seminar for the 
MPRE exam. All this plus John Pieper's class room guidance. Think about it, 
and join us for your Bar Review journey. !1 
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Why I Believe George Bush Should Be Elected President 
by Jim Kennedy of conditions in which a free na­ weakness in JFK, despite his In Massachusetts, this is 
tion may prosper. We end up tough talk. Our adversaries had called the "MassachusettsWhen speaking of George 
reacting to the bad instead of ample reason to doubt his re­ Miracle." But it is not really aBush, it is easy to fall into a re­
actively encouraging the good. solve, after witnessing his vac­ miracle at all, but exactly whatcitation of his impressive re­
We failed to act positively in illations twice in Berlin, once in Ronald Reagan predicted wouldsume. While he has a long list 
Nicaragua until it was too late, Laos, and twice in Cuba. In the happen if we made the funda­of impressive accomplish­
for example. We tend to react Cuban Missie Crisis, JFK made mental changes in the way thements, serious discussions of 
most decisively (whether action a choice between demanding government acts in society.why the man should serve as 
or inaction) when faced with a the removal of the Soviets from These changes have resulted in the 41 st President shou Id not 
Communist threat of some Cuba or the removal of the an unprecedented boom, withfocus on his past accomplish­
kind. But there is more to Soviet missles. He chose to de­ no end in sight yet. It wasments other than to demon­
foreign policy than reacting to mand the removal of the mis­ brought on by a slowed rate ofstrate that he is extremely ver­
a Communist threat, as impor­ sles, allowing Soviet domi­ growth, not a cut, in govern­satile and can deliver. Of 
tant as that may be. Mr. Bush nance of the nation to continue. ment spending, downwardcourse, we can say much the 
understands this, and he is Had he demanded the removal pressure on interest rates, asame about Mike Dukakis, in 
likely to vastly improve on Mr. of the Soviets, they surely steady money supply, and a taxspite of a less-impressive re­
Reagan's improvement in en­ would have taken their missles cut for the broadest segment ofsume. We should instead focus 
couraging growth of liberty with them when they left, as the the American people ever.on what results we may expect 
worldwide. Soviets have recently admitted. Contrary to the Dukakis claim, from them as President, based ning throughout Mr. Bush'sMr. Bush has shown us in his the 1981 tax cut was not for-theon each man's philosophy and In sharp contrast, Mr. Dukakis domestic agenda. He favors adealings with the Soviets in five rich, but benefitted primarilyperspective. consistently puts forth his belief voucher system of choice for years of arms control negotia­ the middle class. (The lowest in­There is a certain resolute­ that we should look to home at those families seeking day caretions that he knows the differ­ come groups had to wait untilness about Mr. Bush that car­ all times, and only venture forth for the very young. Parents 
ence between tough talk and the President could get tax re­ries far beyond our perceptions to deal with the rest of the world would choose the day care they
action to protect the long-term form passed in 1986 to have aof him as we see him on televi­ when an emergency occurs. preferred, and receive a credit
security of the nation. A com­ substantial tax reduction.) Insion. We learn from our allies Only when all is well at home toward taxes or the care centerparison here would be unfair to this example, Mr. Dukakis usu­in Europe and the Far East, as can we put our energies into a would receive compensationMr. Dukakis, for a state gover­ ally gets away without definingwell as our adversaries, that Mr. foreign policy. This trarislates from the government. Parents 
nor is not called upon to do the "rich," but when pressed, hisBush is the preferred candidate. into a hopelessly reactionary wanting to send their childrenkind of work Mr. Bush has done, advisors reveal that "rich"Those foreign countries see policy, and overlooks the fact to private schools face a couplebut it is s'till a very important means household income overhim as a president that will that since this country will tax: the tuition of the private
consideration in choosing a $25,000; meaning the middlemake good on his word and never be perfect, we will never school and the tax levy to paypresident, for the perceptions class.clearly articulate the goals, in­ be able to concentrate on the for the public school their child­
terests and purposes of the US. rest of the world. There has to other nations have of our pur­ Mr. Bush was there when ren no longer attend. A voucher poses influence their actions,They need a president and a US be more of a balance in focus­ these economic plans were for­ system would also alleviate this
which influence us directly.that they can rely on, who can ing our energies on both mulated and has overseen their burden, and allow those too 
credibly lead the cause for lib­ domestic and foreign concerns. Mr. Bush is fond of saying implementation. He would not poor to afford tuition a chance 
erty, and after watching Mr. Like it or not, we are the leader that the best social program is bring about abrupt change to to attend a private school. 
Bush for some seven years, of the free world, and we cannot a job. The basic truth of this is the economy, so we could be Mr. Bush also favors private 
they see him as such a person. overlook or deprioritize our re­ obvious, considering the self­ assured that he would not contributions and efforts to 
The world needs a US that sponsibilities. esteem, mobility, and ability to threaten the expansion. Since tackle poverty. It seems that 
will consciously break from the In the past, even during the provide that one derives from Mr. Dukakis seems to be op­ after 30 years of massive gov­
reactionary policies of the last Reagan Administration, we a job. Employment is now at an posed to the formula which has ernment spending to alleviate 
30 years. Since Viet Nam we have been content to settle for all time high, and the employ­ led to the economic expansion, poverty, a feeling has emerged 
tend to see each role we as­ tough talk, and little action. In ment rate is the highest since we have to wonder how he in­ that the responsibility to fight 
sume abroad in comparison the past, such compromising around 1973. Interest rates con­ tends to keep so many people poverty rests with the govern­
with our experience in Viet positions have led to long-term tinue to fall, making housing employed, and keep the new ment and not each of us. Mr. 
Nam. In assuming such a reac­ setbacks. Much of the increased more affordable. With a few ex­ jobs coming. Bush sees both the role of the 
tionary posture, we miss many involvement in Viet Nam came ceptions, this is the general pic­ Choice and private responsi­
opportunities to foster the kind after the other side perceived ture around the nation. bility are two main themes run- See George Bush, Page 9 
Why I'm Voting Against Bush-Quayle 
George Bush had it right ernment's own statistics, 32½ spite the fact that Mas­ Quayle, during the Vice-Presi­ lationship is in marked contrast 
eight years ago when he said million Americans live below sachusetts has the lowest crime dential debate, mock Dukakis' to the spineless Bush who, in 
that Ronald Reag_an's "supply­ the poverty line. 32½ million. rate of any industrialized state. Harvard crowd. Where does 1980, was a Reagan critic, and 
side" economic policies Anyone, Democrat, Republi­ Who is soft on crime? Quayle think Bush went to has now become a Reagan 
amounted to nothing more can, or other, should be em­ The Republicans' rhetoric, in school? Not that where either sycophant. 
than "voodoo economics." It's barassed to talk American the minds of some, becomes re­ of them went to school particu­ More importantly, there will 
a shame that today he must dis­ economic "success" as long as ality. Despite their sophistry, larly matters. More important is be much less danger, under 
honestly trumpet the "gains" of numbers like these exist. Simi­ the Reagan-Bush-Quayle the company they keep. If Dukakis, of a continuation of the 
the so-called "Reagan Revolu­ larly, the much vaunted "drop" people are clearly nothing more Quayle objects to Dukakis al­ Reagan-Bush policies which 
tion." As Lloyd Bentsen is fond in unemployment has, perhaps than liars. How else can we ac­ legedly having advisors from have eroded the mechanisms 
of saying, I too could create the not coincidentally, been accom­ count for their claims of having Harvard then I object to Bush that provide basic social ser­
illusion of prosperity if I was al­ panied by a drop in both real made America feared and re­ having actual Nazi sympathiz­ vices to the dispossessed and 
lowed to write $200 billion income and the dollar's buying spected abroad. It was not ers, like Florian Galdau, in his underprivileged. So too, pre­
worth of hot checks. This gets power. under President Dukakis that retinue. course he disas­Of sumably, Dukakis-Bentsen would 
to the heart of why you should some 300 odd Marines wereIn another vein, one · must sociated himself from these discontinue the Reagan policy 
wonder how, if there has been blown up and several hundred • people when the press got wind of nominating judicial incompe­
by Alexei Schacht a great revival in the country's more sent packing in Lebanon. of it, but why was he allowing tents like Daniel Manion (spon­
News Editor morale, we are simultaneously, Respect. Moreover, despite at­ these people in his crowd to sored by Dan Quayle) and Jef­
according to Mr. and Mrs. tempting to trade arms for hos­ begin with? But, I don't think ferson Sessions, who would, 
vote for Dukakis-Bentsen and Reagan, in the biggest drug tages (and then dishonestly de­ that we needed to have this over time, help to erode many 
not Bush-Quayle. The Republi­ crisis in the country's history. nying it) at least nine Americans news about some of Bush's fol­ of the basic liberties sup­
cans, at least the Reagan-Bush In other words, if the sun is remain hostages in the Middle lowers to know that he is a posedly secured to us by the Bill 
Republicans, have lied to the shining again in America, why East. That's respect for you . mean-spirited bigot. of Rights. 
American people about every­ are taking much So too, we can assume that Perhaps too much topeople so In the area of "arms control" it's 
thing from the domestic econo­ smack and crack. Also, if the great I.N.F. Treaty mainly in­ Bush-Quayle will, if elected, hope, but in an age where the 
my to foreign policy. George "Michael Dukakis is soft volved our removing missles continue the Reagan-Bush AC.LU. has become a major 
Listening to Bush-Quayle talk on crime" Bush is the head of from Western Europe that were policies of exclusion. Specifi­ campaign topic can't we see the 
about America being on the two anti-drug task forces, the not there until President cally, those policies that have true issues, and just say NO to 
right track again, one wonders National Narcotics Border Inter­ earned the Reagan Administra­ Bush-Quayle?Reagan took office anyway. 
if they realize that, by the Gov- diction System and the South­ Don't be fooled by this talk of tion the enmity of Afro-Amer­ Alexei Schacht is a boardern Florida Task Force, then icans, Hispanics, Homosexuals, "arms reduction." member of The Opinion, how­why have drug dealers con­ and other groups of people thatAt any rate, why are Reagan­ ever, this article does not reflecttinued to "terrorize" the nation? have traditionally been excluded Bush now dealing with an "evil the view of The Opinion.Moreover, why, when the from American society, will beempire?" Would Reagan-Bush
United States Attorney in continued.also have "negotiated" with 
Miami, Leon Kellner, initially Nazi Germany? Isn't Reagan the On the other hand, a vote for 
tried to indict General Noriega, Chamberlin of the 1980's? Or, the Dukakis-Bentsen ticket will 
did the Reagan-Bush White as conservative " leader" Kevin mean, if nothing else, more 
House try to prevent him from Phillips put it, isn't Reagan a honesty in the way that the 
doing so? 
"convenient idiot" for the Government conducts itself. 
This brings us to the matter Soviet Union? If the Soviet For instance, Dukakis and 
of Messieurs Deaver, Nofziger, Union is not an "evil empire" Bentsen do not try to cover up 
et al. who collectively make the then why was President Reagan their own ideological differ­
Democratic Party in New York needlessly antagonizing the ences. (Although Dukakis does 
City seem honest. All this, and Soviets with his hyperbole? To lie about why he chose Bentsen 
Bush still wants to portray gain respecf as his running mate.) Nonethe­
Dukakis as "soft on crime", de- It was ironic to hear Dan less, the Dukakis-Bentsen re-
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THE OPINION MAILBOX 
ITPI Subcaption Controversy Concludes 
(Response to Lisa, Troy, and in this regard. As some cle referred to the subcon­
Co., And the ITPI) would say, the words in this scious of the then editors, notVolume 29, No. 6 October 26, 1988 dictionary are dead; but they the present. 
I did not mean to offend you assume life through context You would probably argue
by writing an article whichEditor-in-Chief: Daniel lbarrondo Cruz and the human element of that Bill was extended an in­
urged that the subcaption Alter­Managing Editor: Donna Crumlish choice. Placed within the vitation to join the Buffalo 
native Law Review be changed proper context, it is not terri­ Law Review and he declined. 
back to A Review Of Law And 
Features Editor: Andrew Culbertson 
bly out of order that "alterna­ This is only superficially im­
Society or some other more re­
Business Manager: Maria Rivera 
News Editor: Alexei Schacht tive" suggests "alternate" - pressive. I question the valid­
flective one, such as the oneLayout Editor: Damon Se rota as in runner-up or second ity of his social conscious­
suggested by Troy in our dis­Photography Editor: Jeff Markel lo place - rather than co-equal ness because, for one thing,
cussion (Progressive Law Re­ or equivalent. Read the arti­ if he believed in his claim that 
view). In fact I don't think you cle again. Law Review is elitist and his 
are offended; and you anti-elitism principles are 
shouldn't be. I must accept the 
Contributors: Bruce Brown, Lenny B. Cooper, Nidhi Kapoor, 
• You take the article to be an bona fide, then he would not 
fact that the meaning of "alter­
Eric S. Katz, James Kenn~dy, Kimi Lynn King, John McGuire, 
affront to the present edito­ have competed to be on Law 
native" I chose to dwell on de­
James Monroe, Maurice Recchin, Peter Strong. 
rial staff. In a sense it is, but Review in the first place. To 
rives from a practical and con­ that sense is far from nega­ say that he wanted to see if 
textual perspective rather than tive - the article challenges he would make it is to 
re) Copyright 1988, The Opinion, SBA. Any reproduction of materials herein is the abstract and empty defini­ you as present editors and suggest that his principlesstrictly prohibited without the express consent of the Editors. The Opinion is tion provided by your Webster. participants to correct the ac­ are/were confused. 
of the State University of New York at Buffalo School of Law, SUNYAB Amherst 
published every two weeks during the academic year. It is the student newspaper 
I say abstract and empty be­ tion c-~ previous editors and Furthermore, Bill's con­Campus, Buffalo, New York 14260. The views expressed in this paper are not cause as law students we learn participants because that ac­ duct may have denied an in­necessarily those of the Editorial Board or Staff of The Opinion. The Opinion is 
to engage in active listening tion was generated by a mis­ terested person the opportu­
policy of The Opinion is determined collectively by the Editorial Board. The 
a non-profit organization, third-class postage entered at Buffalo, N.Y. Editorial 
and understand words within guided sensItIvIty to a nity to participate in LawOpinion is funded by SBA from Student Law Fees. the context(s) of their use. genuine student concern. Review. It seems to me that 
Composition and Design: Words and Graphics, Inc. Moreover, the change in sub­ a socially conscious person
caption did not occur because • My analysis in the article would care for the needs and 
of any particular flaw in the points to the implication that interests of others, whetherEditorial: original one; it occurred be­ the editors who effected the those others share similar 
cause the then ITPI editorial change in subcaption would principles or not. I certainly
staff felt it necessary to reflect rather publish a Law Review fail to see this selfish postula­
the mood of the time and cap­ rather than the ITPI. This tion and aggrandizement as 
italize on the anti Law Review analysis remains unshaken equivalent to social con­
sentiments. These people were because the argument thatVoting Is Not A Privilege sciousness. 
instrumental to the second part some of you are current as­But A Right Respectfu I ly !of the anti Law Review debate sociates in the Buffalo Law 
which you witnessed. William Review is irrelevant. The arti- Emmanuel C. Nneji 
(Bill) McGavern was a key expo­
nent. I anticipate your reactionThe second Tuesday of this November provides Student Emphasizes Significance to my mention of Bill, and I will 
American Citizens with an opportunity to express their address that reaction below. 
view on the current system of government. This Your response to my article Of Runyon v Mccrary Case 
is guided by a misunderstand­chance, according to Webster's Unabridged dictio­
ing, therefore the foundation of Dear Editor: conservative Supreme Court, nary, " ... to express or signify the mind, will or prefer­ the article remains intact. I say I was shocked to learn that ruling on Patterson v McLean 
ence in a matter by voice, ballot, etc." borders on the many well-educated Americans Credit Union, decided to recon­this for the following reasons: 
are unaware of the overwhelm­ sider the Runyon v Mccrary rul­level of a fundamental duty. Many often take this event 
• Words hardly mean anything ing significance of the Runyon ing. If Runyn v Mccrary is over­
as a fruitless effort to change the status quo into some­ without a contextual prem­ v Mccrary case. Since the early ruled, one of the main lines that 
thing better. ise. For example, the names 1970's, this case has been the pumps life into the Civil Rights 
There usually is a good reason not to vote for either "Lisa", "Troy" and "Em­ weapon of choice in discrimina­ Movement will be severed. 
manuel" would not mean tion cases. We need not remind Amer­major candidate in any political election. Most federal anything except for the fact Twelve years ago, in the Ru­ icans of the importance of
and state candidates do little to fully satisfy any one that they are associated with nyon v Mccrary case, the Su­ equality. Equality as we know 
constituency. Voting involves choosing a 'lesser of persons, and when men­ preme Court ruled to prohibit it t_oday will have irreversible re­
tioned they conjure up the racial discrimination by private percussions tomorrow if thetwo evils' from a crop of mediocre rhetoric. The cur­
impressions of such persons employers and private schools. Supreme Court dissipates therent presidential race exemplifies the typical problems as imprinted in the listener's This ruling made it clear that a decision in Runyon v Mccrary. 
our political processes face; the emphasis is on photo­ or reader's mind. This is the black child could not be prohi­ There are many important 
genic image of substance and reform. same with other words such bited from entering a predo­ events that pass us by; we think 
as "alternative" - if you re­ minantly white school; this rul­ that we can catch up on themThe right to vote, one of the few fundamental rights 
ally want to know what a aing made it clear that when later on. We don't realize how 
our constitution guarantees, began as a flawed word means you must apply group of neo-Nazis scrawled short life is until they are gone. 
scheme of representation of certain elite white aristo­ the context of use. anti-Semitic slurs on the wall of I hope we don't have to repeat 
Hence, when you apply thecrats. Certain attempts have been made to modify the a synagogue, the victims could this adage after this overruling. 
context of the debate you file suit, and the law would Hello, this is your early morn­concept so that everyone can be represented. The 
may understand that Webs­ stand behind them. ing wake-up call. I hope I didn't 
movement began at the close of the Civil War when ter is almost totally useless Last April, a predominantly call too late. 
the Fifteenth amendment was passed, prohibiting de­ Bill Hair 
nial of the right to vote 'on account of race, color or 
previous condition of servitude' . The right later ex­
panded to include women and the poor under passage 
of the Nineteenth and Twenty Fourth amendments, 
respectively . Yet many people often perceive their 
vote as meaningless and ineffective. 
Skepticism in this area does have a certain basis in 
reason. The electoral college, the last major impedi­
ment to majority rule, can frustrate the voice of popu­
lar vote. However, this only applies to presidential 
elections. 
This election day provides one with an opportunity 
to voice an opinion of the current state of our union. 
Every vote incrementally assists a political 
philosophy ; the dichotomy of this presidential elec­
tion is far clearer than it has been in the past. If these 
were easy choices there would be no need for elec­
tions. 
Your vote on election day may help shape the face 
of our legal system for the next half century. All it 
takes is fifteen minutes of your t ime. Such a worthy 
investment of energy is needed to ensure that our 
Pledge of Allegiance truly conveys " liberty and justice 
for all" . 
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NEXT: THE P U BLIC INTERE~T INTERVIEW 
Morton Downey and The American Intellect 
Arguably, the most valuable wealthy man. By taking advan­ While Mort may be more out­ Gordon Liddy make thousands tivity, and blatant attacks on 
characteristic of a capitalist sys­ tage of what he saw as the ig­ spoken than other talk show of dollars captivating audiences minority groups. On another 
tem is the freedom it allows the norance and prejudice within hosts, he's no more culpable. with tales of all the rotten things level, many individuals in this 
individual in regard to econom­ the average American, he Geraldo Rivera, Sally Jesse they've done. Actual convicts society are seemingly enthral­
ic endeavors. Unfortunately, it created a hit television talk Raphael, and, God forgive me, like Jean Harris, murderess of led with these same practices, 
always seems as though free­ show. Oprah and Phil, all use sleaze the Scarsdale Diet doctor, write and will watch television shows 
dom comes at a price. This situ- On his "show", Mort bashes to sell their shows. Although best seller "novels" describing about them, read tabloids and 
homosexuals, promotes hostile their shows ~mploy a variety of their illegal experiences. Funny books that discuss them, andby Andrew Culbertson xenophobia, attacks minority sub-topics, the only actual to­ how people are fascinated with even cheer Mort on as he blasts 
Features Editor social groups, and generally in­ pics seem to be sex, drugs, what killers have to say, but are certain minority groups. 
sults and maligns guests he crime, and, ~ost recently, devil oblivious to the works of say, Ultimately, it's very easy to 
in this society, capitalism has happens to disagree with. He worship. Why the lack of vari­ Carl Sagan or Robert Frost. suggest that the people who 
been instrumental in allowing claims that his "show" is a de­ ety? Because this is where the Substantively, people like cash in on these attitudes are 
vice which allows the "com­ market is. Although most Morton Downey,Jr. and G. Gor­ merely what any smart busi­
ation is no exception. At least 
certain individuals to profit 
from, and arguably perpetuate, mon man" to vent his or her Americans publically abhor don Liddy don't have much in nessman or businesswoman 
the unintellectual mentality that frustrations against the "estab­ pornography, substance abuse, common. Procedurally, they would do. That's not the way I 
has become synonomous with lishment." All he's really doing and serial murderers, many of have everything in common. see it. By playing upon this fas­
the American way of life. is using socially unpopular (but them are privately fascinated They are individuals who are cination, the Geraldo Riveras 
"Before I had the television not necessarily unacceptable) with people who indulge in capitalizing on what they cor­ and G. Gordon Liddys are doing 
show, I used to get $150 to ap­ or misunderstood issues and/or these areas. rectly perceive as an intellectual more than tapping an already 
pear at the opening of Midas social groups to create a lynch­ Talk show hosts aren't the weakness within a majority of existing resource. They are en­
mob mentality among his audi­ only culprits, justthe most obvi­ Americans. That is, most Amer­ hancing it, and allowing it toshops. Now I get $25,000." In­
ence. ous ones. Ex-convicts like G. icans prefer Miami Vice to Mas­ breed within society. Re­deed, Morton Downey, Jr., is a 
terpiece Theater, and read the peatedly exposing people to 
National Enquirer rather than these issues actually com­Genetic Evidence Enters Courtroom the Atlantic Monthly. Not sur­ pounds the problem, and de­
code found in each person that antigens are not present in theby Eric S. Katz prisingly, Liddy himself once tracts from the cultivation ofdetermines an individual's eye sample. made a guest appearance on more constructive interests. For (Editor's Note: This article is the color and body type. This technology is based on Miami Vice. example, reading real books,first in a three part series.) Scientists state that DNA the premise that no two people The point here, however, is and watching PBS instead of Afingerprinting is a thousand are alike, (except identicalA rapist leaves the scene of not to cast judgement on the Current Affair.times more accurate than con­ twins), and therefore, DNA willhis brutal crime with the belief American public. Although it's Giving the people what they
ventional fingerprinting and always be a distinctive qualitythat he will never be caught; not cliche, we truly are a product of want may be the key to achiev­blood testing. Although DNA in each individual.only did he mask his face, he our environment, and Amer­ ing financial success in thishas been used by the Scotland Within each chromosome thewore gloves to protect himself icans are raised in an environ­ country. However, as perverseYard in Great Britain for several DNA is composed of twofrom leaving fingerprints. ment that is inherently unintel­ as it may sound, this is one in­years, it has just been recently strands of polymers which con­Such may have been the lectual. On one level, this soci­ stance where it might be prefer­introduced in the United States. sist of molecules called nuc­mindset of Tommy Lee An­ ety condemns a wide variety of able to give them what theyNot only can DNA be used to leotides. The four different nuc­drews, an unemployed clerk behavior: crime, illegal drug need as opposed to what they
solve crimes, it can be utilized leotides found in DNA arewho raped a 28 year old woman use, certain types of sexual ac- want.in forensic medicine and to deoxyadenosine monophos­at razor point in February of 
solve paternity suits before phate, (A), thymidine mono­ posed to an electric field, creat­ moisture and bacteria which1987, in Orlando Florida. 
they go to trial. phosphate (T), deoxycytidine ing movement among particles can contaminate the sample.Little did Andrews realize that 
monophosphate (C), and and causing them to separate. Also samples must be largea new technology could pin­ By collecting samples of deoxyguanosine monophos­ These fragments are again enough to accommodate thepoint with excruciating accu- , blood, semen, dried saliva or phate (G). transferred onto blotting paper. study.racy the guilty party; on Nov­ even strands of hair, DNA can Radioactive gene probes are The legal observer shouldember 6, 1987, Andrews was One strand of DNA is com­be extracted and used to single 
then added, attaching them­ note the use of DNA evidenceconvicted of aggravated bat­ posed of a myriad of differentout the person who has left 
selves to the DNA. This picture in the courtroom. The upcom­tery, sexual battery and armed combinations of these letters,them behind. 
is then put on X-Ray film which ing months will entail the prosburglary of a dwelling. an almost infinite amount thatEven though conventional 
makes each chromosomal DNA identifies an image of the DNA. and cons over DNA admissibil­Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), blood and semen tests usually The result is something very ity. With such precise technol­
an organically occurring mate~ can boast a 90-95% rate of accu­ unique. similar to that of a consumer ogy, it appears that suppres­
rial found in all human chromo­ racy, DNA fingerprinting is al­ DNA is first extracted and product bar code. Bars are then sing the use of DNA evidence 
somes, is being utilized as the most, if not 100% accurate. purified from a sample of compared along samples, and will have to be made on its sci­
new form of near precise finger­ blood, semen or hair tissue. Current blood tests are near when two match, it is near cer­ entific foundation. 
printing. Certain "restriction enzymes"impossible when the sample tain that they are one in the If DNA admissibility is al­
are then used to cut the DNADeveloped by British geneti­ has been exposed for even a same. lowed, over the next year, it will 
into different size fragments.cist Alec Jeffreys, DNA finger­ short period of time, and semen Some drawbacks still plague become as common as the 
printing unravels the genetic tests can be unreliable ,when These fragments are then ex- this new technology, such as fingerprint. 
. .•· .. -..- ..-
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Which Presidential Candidate Do You Think Will Do 
the Most for Our Crill1inal Justice Syste1n? 
by Nidhi Kapoor 
KEVIN CARTER BILL SANDLER SCOTT SCHWARTZ DAWN MADISON 
Kevin Carter could be better for the criminal Scott Schwartz 
3rd year justice system. My question is 1st year 
- whose perspective?My response is twofold. First, think Dukakis because it 
there is the perspective of the seems he has more of an open Martin Coleman
victim and the criminal. With re­ mind in regards to implement­ 2nd year
spect to the criminal, Dukakis is ing more creative ideas in law 
likely to be the heavy favorite. enforcement. don 't think either one of Bill SandlerFrom the perspective of the vic­ them will do any good for the 
tim, Bush is the most compas­ 3rd year criminal justice system of this 
sionate. Bush's stance on the While I do not necessarily country. I think they'll both ig­
right to life issue demonstrates think that Michael Dukakis will nore the underlying causes of 
that he would seemingly favor be the best president for our crime, use jails as retributive 
Dawn Madisonthe rights of the victim in the country, I expect that he would systems instead of rehabilita­
1st year face of a choice. Second, there take a more hands-on approach tive systems and insure through 
is the perspective of the justice to running it. Hence it is the Probably Michael Dukakis be­ their economic policies that this 
system and the meaning of jus­ Mass. Governorwhowould pay cause he isn't afraid to try in­ country will continue to have 
tice. For the sake of argument, closer attention to details and novative programs. At this the highest rate of incarceration 
justice knows no bias. Hence, it would thereby be better for point in the development of in this world . For as long as 
appears at least from my per­ criminal justice and other detail criminal justice that is exactly either one is in office justice will 
spective, that Dukakis or Bush oriented tasks. what we need. not be found. 
-MARTIN COLEMAN 
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The Kaplan-SMH Approach 
Comprehensive Texts 
,, Your written materials are concise, 
complete, easy to absorb, and 
never superfluous.,, 
-SMH 
BAR REVIEW SERVICES 
The Kaplan-SMH Approach 
Question Practice 
,, I saw some of your competitors' 
products, and honestly, all they have 
is su!bstanlwe-law. The ''practice" 
eler/ient on questio~missing. ,, 
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The Kaplan-SMH Approach 
Expert Lecturers 
,, I found your thorough, 
no-nonsense teaching 
style very helpful . . . 
I am sure that 
concentration on 
fundamentals of 
test-taking spelled 
the difterence. " 
-SMH 
BAR REVIEW SERVICES 
The Kaplan-SMH Approach 
We Put ItAll Together 
" The course was well structured 
and sensibly paced . . . " 
6 ~-. ~:..-,oc.C:. ,\ssoc. 
. -SMH 
BAR REVIEW SERVICES 
STANLEY H. KAPLAN ED. CTR.LTD. 
BUFFALO AREA 
1330 Niagara Falls Boulevard 
Tonawanda, New York 14150-8917 
(716) 837-8022 
George Bush .............. ,,,,111 ''"~' ,''The Accused'' Stands Accused 
government and the individual tries to convince us that sinceby Kimi Lynn King terested in showing Jodie Fos­ making for some time now. Vio­ as indispensable in the fight he has balanced ten state 
In a recent release, a motion ter's cleavage, than in repre­ lence against women is symp­ against poverty. It is a responsi­ budgets, he can solve the fed­picture dealing with the crimi­ senting issues. surrounding tomatic in our society, and is bility of citizenship. He has eral problem as well, although
nal solicitation of rape tragically criminal solicitation of a felony. glorified in the media. worked very hard to encourage he declines to offer any plan.
sensationalizes one of the most As proof, I submit that the en­ Second, the nearsightedness people to take an active role in He fails to mention that as gov­difficult issues facing women tire story line builds to the of the Director is evident their own communities to work ernor, he was -required by law 
an9 men. In "The Accused", scene in the bar in which Foster through the portrayal of Foster toward solutions instead of to submit a balanced budget.
which opened on Friday, Jodie is raped, not once, not twice, as a victim. The picture deliber­ waiting for Washington's plans. He has also changed his posi­
Foster plays a gang-rape victim but three times. In its portrayal, ately and repeatedly returns to My impression is that this at­ tion on a tax hike several times
who seeks to have her day in the directors felt compelled to the issue of Foster's promis­ titude is very much at odds with in the last year, probably due 
court. Kelly McGillis plays the do what is impossible ... re­ cuity, and drug and alcohol Mr. Dukakis's. Private giving to the election. 
activist Assistant District Attor­ create the rape scene for audi­ abuse. This serves to call into and participation is at an all Clearly we need mo.re than a 
ney assigned to this case, which ences across the ceuntry. In re­ question whether Foster was or time high, both in absolute simplistic, political approach to 
closely resembles the New Bed­ peatedly emphasizing the sex­ was not a victim, and further terms and as a percentage of the problem. Mr. Bush is aford gang-rape of a young Por­ ual violence happening to Fos­ implies that she is, to some de­ income. As for the government, leader who is also good at the 
tuguese woman. In the "real" ter, and not the mob mentality gree, to blame for the situation the rate of increase has slowed , consensus building necessary 
rape, the victim was assaulted which allowed this rape to oc­ in which she found herself. but it too is spending more than to solve this problem prudently.
and repeatedly raped on a pool cur, the director confuses the Within the first 30 minutes, the ever, contrary to Mr. Dukakis. This will probably mean spend­
table at a bar in Massachusetts. issue which centered on the issue of rape is over and de­ Dedication to a solution cannot ing delays or cuts in both enti­The victim in real life was as­ New Bedford rape. Never mind cided. The only issue remaining be measured in support for tlements and military outlays.
saulted despite the fact that that the eyewitnesses did not is the criminal culpability of greater appropriations; if it Cuts in entitlements dictate
there were over 30 witnesses in intervene on behalf of the vic­ those who stood idly by and al­ could then why after all these political sensibility. But cuts in 
the bar, some of whom cheered tim. The director did not feel the lowed the felony to occur. By years and all this money spent military outlays often become 
the rapists on to "victoty". The need to focus the camera on repeatedly implying that Foster has the problem not gone indiscriminate cuts designed to
"movie rape" capitalizes on this critically evaluating the culpa­ is somehow blameworthy, this away, and even become worse? carry as little political risk as 
tragic event, and graphically bility of those "silent crimi­ picture reinforces the tendency More money is clearly r.ot the possible. We should remember provides a 7-8 minute account nals." The gang-rape in the bar to blame victims of rape for main answer. More involve­ that military actions, including
of the brutalization of rape vic­ will make you squeamish, it will their own wrongdoing, which ment from everyone will yield a budget reduction, lead to 
tim Foster. make you uncomfortable, and reinforces the prevalent opin­ the answers to many causes of reactions abroad. TemporaryMy criticism of this movie is it will make you angry. But un­ ion of "she deserved it." poverty. This is Mr. Bush's per­ political benefits at home can 
not that it poorly represented fortunately, I am afraid that it As for the movie's legal con­ spective. lead to long-term trouble 
the victim or the female attor­ provides some viewers with a tent, you can forget it. The sum­ One last issue: The budget abroad. This translates into 
ney. In fact, it is rather refresh­ curious "inside look" at what a mation offered by the defense defi.cit. I believe we can expect conflicts, and in conflicts,ing to finally see a movie which rape looks like. We do not need is ludicrous, not to mention progress on this from Mr. Bush. young men die. These are thedid not feel compelled to pro­ to see a brutal rape on a movie strategically stupid on the part Broadening of the entitlement tough choices, and Mr. Bush
vide romantic male leads fc,r all screen to scare us into being of the defense attorneys. I can­ programs with no plan of how has faced them already andthe female leads. My biggest careful, remind us that rape is not say that I recommend the to finance the new obligations done well.
complaint is that the voyeuristic brutal, or help us remember movie for general viewing con­ put the budget on shaky ground
tendencies of the production safety in daily activities. It cer­ sumption. Be prepared, also, in the 1970s. In the 1980s, a sev­
company were unnecessary to tainly is one that a jury does for an upsetting movie which TIIE PASSWORD: ere recession, ever more enti­
achieving the purpose of illus­ without in deciding the guilt or will force you to think twice be­ tlement spending, and new 
trating the violent nature of innocence of a defendant. And fore going into a bar as a lone military spending put the 
rape. Rape is not an easy sub­ it could have been done by em­ female. I do, however, applaud budget badly out of balance. ject. It certainly is not one which phasizing the reaction of the the ability of the movie to draw Mr. Dukakis blames the 1981is pretty, and I do believe that "silent criminals," rather than attention to a legal standard tax cut for the shortage of re­
as law students and lawyers, repeatedly emphasizing the which would find culpability for venue, but this is a mathemati­
we often tend to gloss over the brutalization of the victim. "The those persons who incite rape. cal impossibility. Under thebrutality and violation of rape, Accused" goes a long way to­ My only regret is that the Direc­ new tax rates, the government t 15 Seventh Avenue. Suite 62and the glorification of graphic wards continuing to graphically tor of "The Accused" did not takes in far more revenue than New York, New York 10001
sexual violence. The director of illustrate the complaint that bring the same sensitivity to the under the old rates. Mr. Dukakis (212) 59·H696 (201) 623-3563 
"The Accused" was far more in- women and men have been issue of the rape itself. 
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SBA President Discusses Student Lounge and Other Issues 
by Kimi Lynn King 
Student Lounge 
So why don't we have the 
new student lounge available to 
us yet? Or for that matter, why 
don't we have ANY student 
lounge at all? First, the new stu­
dent lounge is being held up, 
because in order to complete 
the project as specified last 
spring, the University will have 
to do asbestos abatement on 
the 4th floor where the lounge 
will allegedly (and I use that 
word with disgust) be located. 
However, at this time, there is 
NO indication from any of the 
higher-ups that this project has 
even been scheduled . 
Second and more annoying, 
this comes at a time when we 
desperately need any space for 
students to hang out. Our first 
floor lounge (which admittedly 
was not much, but at least was 
something) has been taken over 
by a new copy machine and is 
unavailable for student or or­
ganization use. 
The machine is on loan from 
a corporation which desires UB 
law to purchase this equip­
ment. Evidently, the corpora­
tion made an offer the Adminis­
tration can 't refuse and since 
students are the silent majority, 
we have lost our lounge. We 
were supposed to have had it 
by the time school started, then 
September 1, then October 1, 
then ... 
Currently, the Administration 
has no idea when the lounge 
will be returned. There are no 
plans to return it in the near tu-
ture. Is this a damned if you do, 
damned if you don't, or what? 
Asst. Dean Cook is very con­
cerned about this issue and 
wants to work on a solution. But 
it takes more than concerns. It 
takes workable solutions and 
she can't do it alone, so .. . 
ADMINISTRATION -
1) MOVE THE COPIER TO 
THE FIFTH FLOOR COPY 
FACILITIES WITH THE OTHER 
OFF-SET PRINTER. No, that's 
too logical. 
2) Move the off-set printer to 
the first floor lounge, and give 
the students the 5th floor room 
(hey, we're desperate here). 
3) Get the 4th floor lounge in 
working shape and come up 
with a plan of when abatement 
will begin and end, when de­
sign of the new lounge will 
begin, when the new lounge 
will be built, when the students 
will be allowed to use it. This is 
a long process folks, and we've 
waited long enough. 
4) Put that monstrosity of a 
machine in the basement. The 
students don't care for either 
the basement or the copier. The 
two are compatible . Of course, 
realize that this would require 
cleaning out that "hellhole 
which is just waiting for a tort, 
assault, mugging or rape to 
occur." There are cages down 
there which could contain the 
copy unit so it wouldn't be van­
dalized. Maybe if some of the 
administration were forced into 
checking out what goes on in 
the bowels of O'Brian, you 
might understand why first 
•.:wrrHTHE ►• 
years (for the past 3 years ad 
infinitum) complain that the 
BASEMENT HAS GOT TO GO! 
Female students are especially 
concerned about this issue, but 
safety is a concern for 
everyone. Ever try going down 
to your locker at 11 :30 p.m.? If 
something ever does happen in 
that basement, the University 
will be liable. The Administra-
tion might start with some de-
cent lighting on the stairs. 
Somebody is going to take a 
tumble someday, and some­
body in Capen is going to be 
very unhappy with the doctor's 
bill. 
5) Why not share and share 
alike? If in the interim the stu­
dents are without a lounge, 
how do_the faculty feel about 
sharing theirs? 
The SB.A. will be sitting all this 
week with a resolution and pet­
ition for students to sign. Check 
on the 2nd floor, in front of the 
library. Don't kid yourselves. 
Petitions are paper, but they are 
a start. While some students 
have advocated more active 
measures, we ought to first at 
least let the Administration re~ 
spond. Talk to your professors, 
classmates, don't mourn 
mobilize. 
Environmental Law Society 
Expands Scope of Activities 
by Jim Monroe 
The Environmental Law Soci­
ety has had three general meet­
ings this year, electing a new 
executive board and adopting 
an agenda of law-oriented cam­
pus and community activism. 
According to informed sources, 
this is nothing new for UB, in 
that, every few years the En­
vironmental Law Society sets 
an ambitious agenda which 
only lasts until the leading ac­
tivists graduate. 
In light of this problem, the 
current membership has de­
vised a three tiered strategy. 
The first phase is to educate and 
recruit students through de­
bates, speakers, and events. 
Concurrently, a not-for-profit 
student corporation will be 
formed to allow students to be­
come involved in litigating 
clean water action and toxic 
waste lawsuits. The long term 
goal of these activities will be 
to form a strong, nationally rec­
ognized environmental law 
clinic at the University of Buf­
falo Law School. 
David Maclean is the project 
coordinator of the Events ser­
ies. He is a Cornell University, 
Natural Resources/Wildlife Biol­
ogy major and has been coor­
dinator of a Cornell Ornithology 
study on habitat loss and degra­
dation of British colonial water 
birds. His group is presently 
planning speaking engage­
ments, toxic debates, brown 
bag lunches, toxic site field 
trips, and an overall campaign 
for student awareness. 
Neal Drobenare is the new 
chairman of the executive com­
mittee and he is conducting the 
formation of the not-for-profit 
corporation. Neal has been a 
professional organizer for 
NYPIRG and MASSPIRG and 
done undergraduate research 
for clean water action suits. 
Mike Gurwitz is researching 
the lawsuits with Neal as well 
as researching lobbying tactics. 
Mike has been an activist for 
many years lobbying the Fed­
eral government on environ­
mental and animal rights issues 
and organizing for groups con­
cerned with these issues. 
Formation of the not-for­
profit corporation wjll allow the 
students that are interested in 
litigating and researching en­
vironmental issues to gain 
some experience before and 
aher the clinic becomes opera­
tional. 
Jennifer Latham and I are 
coordinating the campaign to 
establish an Environmental 
Law clinic at UB. Jennifer was 
a management analyst before 
coming to law school and I 
See Em ironmental La\\. Page 11 
REGISTRATION MUST BE RECEIVED BY 11/1/88.* 
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The Pieper Course Includes:
* Complete lecture series * Essay writing
*Multistate Practice and Exam
*Multistate Professional Responsibility 
Exam(MPRE)
*Multistate Volume * New York law Volume
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* Plus - John Pieper's In-Class Guidance 
*Law student's discount of $125 will be deducted from the cost of 
$995 for any student still in law school who registers for the Pieper 
New York Multistate Bar Review Course by November 1, 1988. 
For more information see your Pieper Representatives or contact: 
PIEPER NEW YORK-MULTISTATE BAR REVIEW, LTD. 
90 WILLIS AVENUE, MINEOLA, NEW YORK 11501 
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Desmond Moot Court Competition in Full Swing 
by Peter Strong it delegated full responsibility to sues involve real everyday issues was invaluable. Katie reviews by _professionals also 
Ken and Katie. The positive as­ questions of law. Consequent­ noted that he was particularly ensure thatthere are no boobyAs any U.B. law student with 
pect of this delegation, how­ ly, the judges do not need to enthusiastic about the criminal traps, or unforeseen inequitiesa pulse knows, the Desmond 
ever, is that they had the control spend as much time thinking up nature of the problem. Another in the breakdown of issues and Moot Court Competition is in 
they needed to create a great challenging questions, and can key player was Mark Mahoney, case law. Katie in particular wasfull swing. The competitors are 
problem. As you know, too concentrate more on judging a prominent local criminal prac­ instrumental in obtaining pro­busy wading through the case 
many cooks spoil the soup, and titioner and faculty member. fessional input, as she worked,law and tightening up their oral your perform"nce. You want 
that is why you never see this, of course, because the Professor Mahoney was able to and works, in a law firm in Buf­arguments. In theory at least, 
statues of whole committees in criticism they generally offer af­ suggest a number of possible falo, whereas Ken worked in Al­everyone should be breathing 
city parks. Think about it. criminal issues from actual bany over the summer. Katiea little easier, having gotten terward is probably worth more 
than any other aspect of the cases that he has been involved was therefore able to utilize theover the hump of writing the Why a Criminal Problem was 
Competition. Additionally, by with. Ken and Katie then made resources of the Executivebrief, because now the fun of Chosen 
choosing a well-defined prob­ their choices, with Professor Board and the law school, in ad­oral argument begins. Of Without trying to cast asper­
lem based in statute, the Prob­ Joyce's approval. Another pro­ dition to local practitioners.course, this is just a theory ... sions upon last year's problem, 
this year's problem does offer lem Committee was able to re­ fessor whose guidance was One such professional, Mike The History of This Year's duce by half the material the very much appreciated was Stebick, an Assistant District At­several big advantages. As KenDesmond Moot Court Problem judges need to absorb in order George Kannar, who teaches torney with the Felony Crimenoted, last year's Church andThe Board thought this would 
was to participate. Criminal Procedure. He re­ Department of the Erie CountyState question certainlybe a good time for a general Also in regard to the specific viewed the draft of the problem D.A., was particularly helpful instimulating, but was so broadinterest article on the history of issues chosen, various aspects and provided further editorial presenting the position the D.A . that "competitors were force tothis year's problem, which we 
of criminal insight contributing to the adopted in the local prototyperun a four-minute mile in two procedure regard­feel is a real winner . I'm sure ing grand juries have been realism on the organization of case. He has also assisted in lin­minutes." This was particularlysome of you have wondered hotly litigated in the recent past the problem. ing up judges for the semifinaltrue the argumentwhere one finds a problem in oral in Buffalo. Both questions re­ By working closely with prac­ oral rounds.stages. If this year's problemsolid enough for 144 law stu­ flect the Problem Committee's titioners and faculty members, Hopefully, there will alwaysseems somewhat narrowly de­dents to bang their heads 
fined, it unintentional. The desire to have realistic issues the Problem Committee was be students like Katie and Ken,isagainst. Well, the answer is, 
relevant to the present times, able to ensure that the problem and interested faculty and prac­purpose of Moot Court is, afteryou don't - you make one. At issues which affect a significant was the best it could be, in titioners, so that Buffalo lawall, to foster oral and written ad­least, that's what you do if you 
vocacy skills, learn new number of people, either di­ terms of having equally valid students can continue to be care about having the best not 
rectly or via the media. arguments on both sides, proud of the Desmond Mootareas of substantive law. Pre­Competition possible. As testimony to the realistic realism and relevance. These Court Competition in the future.cisely for this reason, a criminalI'd like to introduce you to the 
nature of the problem in gen­problem was chosen. Ken and 
,Desmond Moot Court Problem 
eral, both questions are re­Katie recognized that most sec­Committee, which is headed up 
worked versions of actual King . .................... Jrom 1Jage 10ond-year students have takenby Katie Baumgarten and Ken 
cases. In fact, the jury instruc­Criminal Law already, andYood. These two people, with tions in the second questiontherefore have some exposurethe considerable assistance of Committees the Amherst campus? Pleasecome verbatim from a caseto this substantive area. Thisfaculty members and local At long last the SBA will be see us ... it's about time lawwhich was recently denied cer­puts everyone on a more levelpractitioners, undertook to hoiding hearings about the students who are parents re­tiorari by the U.S. Supremeplaying fiE~ld, and enables com­select and draft this year's prob­ Special Program and Admis­ ceived the support the deserve.Court. The denial of certiorari,petitors to concentrate on de­lem themselves. I wish I could sions Committees. Interviewsof course, does not reflect theveloping their advocacy skills.express how incompreherisibly will be held tonight (Wednes­Court's ·view of the merits of a Partydifficult this task seems to me, Another advantage of the day), and all persons who sub­case. In fact, a case upon which The SBA will be having a Hal­but I can't do it justice. Writing criminal problem is that it has mitted letters will be receivingthe Court had ruled would be loween party to raise money for your briefs was no picnic, I'm relevance to the type of work interviews. By this time, all stu­inherently less balanced, and future activities around this 
sure, but can you imagine how many of us will do upon gradu­ dents having submitted letters,therefore less appropriate for place. Since Moot Court will bedifficult it is to come up with a ation. While you may not do should have received an inter­the Competition's purposes. holding festivities during theproblem that is realistic, relev­ criminal work, you will almost view slot. Please come to SBAThe jury instruction question weekend preceding Halloween, 
ant, manageable, has two certainly work with statutes. at 5:00 p.m. today if you feel the party will ~e held Fridayis particularly interesting infairly-matched sides, and is in­ Unlike last year, a large portion there has been some mix-up.that, as Ken and Katie noted, all October 28. Be sure to schedule teresting as well? And how of this year's problem is based the U.S. Supreme Court cases it in, after all, Halloween comes does one choose between the in statute. This provides for ex­ Since there are a few remain­bearing on this issue were very but once a year. 
many exciting areas of law? cellent experience in statutory ing vacancies, please stop by
close decisions. When one con­ -How do you decide what is interpretation, or manipulation, the SBA office and check out
siders the fact that these slim There are a number of com­perhaps too controversial a depending on your viewpoint. what's left. Appointments from
majorities turned on one vote, plaints about accountability,topic? And, most importantly, Why These Particular Issues now on will be made on an adthe recent appointment of Jus­ and one possibility that will re­what if everybody hates it and were Chosen hoc basis.tice Kennedy becomes all the sult from this meeting is thatblames you, but you really A major advantage of the 
more significant. The law con­ groups will receive half theirdon't want to transfer to specific questions chosen, an There is a vacancy open ontinues to be in a state of flux in funds in the Fall and half in theanother school.? accused's right to a grand jury the Main Street Day Carethis area, with the appointment Spring. Don't wait to send a rep­I interviewed Katie and Ken hearing, and the adequacy of Center's Boa rd of Di rectors.
of new justices. resentative until after the deci­recently, to get their insights on jury instructions, is managea­ Sub-Board I appoints students 
sion has been made.this whole process, and I bility. The non-faculty judges of Others Whose Help is Greatly to the Board positions. The 
learned a lot. The problem was the competition, local members Appreciated Board meets once a month and 
their project from the begin­ of the bar and bench, are more Professor Ken Joyce is our there is occasional work that As a final note, the SBA is 
ning; because Moot Court is a likely to be conversant with, if Moot Court Faculty Advisor. must be done as well. Anyone considering an increase in the 
student-run organization, the not expert in, these practical Both Ken and Katie emphasized interested? See Barry McFad­ mandatory student fee. This 
Executive Board has an enorm­ areas of· the law, than with that his continuous involve­ den, mailbox #167. Addition­ means that we may hold a re­
ous amount of work to do just broad social issues which are ment throughout the process of ally, anyone interested in finally ferendum to raise the fee. The 
to organize the Competition, so infrequently litigate. These is- the selection and drafting of the getting some decent daycare at need for this is obvious. 
Environmental Law. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . from page 10 
worked on solar, wind and hy­ of state and federal regulators. Citizen's Action Committee, re­ break should contact Kim at a The ELS has obtained the fact 
dropower R&D. As regulation tightens, com­ ported that a leaky CECOS toxic general meeting immediately. sheet that the Mobil rep used 
The clinic is important be­ panies are beefing up their own waste dump north of Amherst The second issue was pre­ and has requested a time slot 
cause it will provide continuity environmental law staffs." is requesting permission to sented by SBA director, Martin on the agenda for the Oct. 25 
to the University of Buffalo's Opportunities for those com­ dump another 1.1 billion Coleman after he lobbied the FSA meeting. 
education of environmental mitted to resource protection pounds of toxic chemicals. This Faculty Student Association to 
The ELS needs help organiz­lawyers, and will provide a and environmental safety are dump is an environmentalist's curtail the use of disposable 
ing its presentation and a candi­much needed resource for this growing as well. The Superfund nightmare because it sits on a styrofoam and plastic products 
date to do the actual presenta­toxic infested region. Also, it cleanups, Citizen Action suits, marshy drainage area, it has on campus. Coleman attemp­
tion. If you have relevant CFCwill be a proving ground for en­ safe energy development, and been repeatedly cited for im­ ted to make the Association 
inform~tion, if you have sug­vironmental litigation, will a wide variety of regulatory proper waste stress manage­ aware of the health risks to 
gestions for the group, or if yougreatly enhance the Univer­ agencies provide a plethora of ment, and it is the site of an in­ workers during manufacture, 
help onsity's reputation, and it will pro­ possibilities to lawyers con­ cinerator for which improper the depletion of the ozone layer want to any of these 
projects leave a note in boxvide students with tremendous cerned with justice and public management has even more leading to the Greenhouse ef­
#755 or attend the generalcareer opportunities. interest law. The ELS hopes that deadly air quality implications fect caused by the release of 
meeting Thursdays, 5 p.m. inOn October 10, this year, the those who join for the econo­ than does normal use. Chloroflourocarbons during 
the 4th floor student lounge.Wall Street Journal reported, mic opportunity will be inspired The CA committee has been manufacture, the waste of oil 
"These are good times for en­ to strive to save the critical bal­ awarded pro bono work by resources used to manufacture, The present membership 
vironmental lawyers. After toil­ ance of nature now in jeopardy. Governor Cuomo in order to and the non-biodegradability would like to thank last year's 
ing at the margins of big-time Two more projects that re­ stop the dumping at this site. A after manufacture of poly­ Environmental Law Society 
corporate practice, they are quire immediate attention were prestigious Wall Street firm has styrene and polyvinyl chloride. leadership for laying the 
catching the eye of corporate presented t,o the ELS after its been assigned to help Citizen's After Martin spoke to the.Fac­ groundwork and initiating the 
America, mainly because the first organizational meeting. Action and any student in­ ulty Student Assoc. a spokes­ faculty contacts that have al­
pollution generated by corpo­ Kim Fox, a first year student terested in working with these man for Mobil arrived to obfus­ lowed such rapid organiza­
rate America is catching the eye and staff member of the local attorneys after the Christmas cate most of the relevant facts. tional progress. 
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£/) (>t,~ Z,l;rN 
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